Energy Insights

Problems to be
solved for

Bill comprehension

“I don’t get my energy usage or my
bills. Give me something I can
understand.”

Appliance energy use & insights
“I don’t know which appliances use
how much energy and how much it
costs me. Give me something
actionable.”

Save energy

“I want to save energy & money but
I don’t know where to start.”

Perceived Value

“Energy is expensive. What value do
I get for what I pay? I feel trapped
and powerless.”
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How did customers
respond?

‘Very interesting to
see where most of our
electricity costs go.’

‘I only have one fridge
freezer and never

thought to turn the

temperature down
especially during winter
and also considering it is in
one of the coldest parts of
the house so i found that

‘All of it. Was very insightful and

useful to see where our energy
usage was being directed.’

‘Any information that
helps me manage my bills is

welcomed! ‘

‘…it was

fascinating to see
just how much wasting
is going on with things
being left in standby. I
just have to convince
the family to change
their habits...

‘It was really great
seeing how much power we
spend on things that are just
simply left on / standby. I
didn't realise how much
energy and money we waste
on that, so it was a good

wake up call.’

‘All of it, real

eye opener.’

useful information! I
found in general it's

great to see where the
average spend is’

‘…For things like heating I

am happy

to spend
money on that so it will
be interesting to see how
that changes…’

‘The breakdown per area of
usage and the information
linking energy cost with temp on
heaters (extra 10% per degree
over 20, see that really stuck

with me!)’

‘…On the whole an excellent
presentation to make on aware of
use/abuse of product.’

‘Everything,

can't wait

for next months
rundown.’
‘…I was impressed
with the easy to read
layout…’

‘It helps me pin point the areas
of power I am using, so then I
can start looking at ways to
minimise their usage where
practical. It also makes

you a lot more
aware of the power you are
wasting...‘
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57%

Of customers
Found
Energy Insights
useful

Useful Aspects of Energy Insights
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MONTHLY BILLED

64% 72% 61%

61% 67% 58%

Total
M1

QUARTERLY BILLED

Top Categories Targeted by Customers to Action

Have/Will take action
based on Energy Insights

59%

Logitudinal
M3

Total

Heating

Lighting

Q2

25% 24% 23% 23% 26%
16%
Home
entertainment
M1

56%

Logitudinal
Q1

Standby &
‘always on’

45% 52% 42% 39% 42% 43%
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Fridges &
Freezers
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Electric
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Cooling
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